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Behavior of cohesive soil ground during shield tunnelling

S. Katano

Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc., Japan

/

SYNOPSIS : This paper discusses the behavior, consolidation in particular which may bring subsidience, during shield construction
works. Observations were made using underground displacement meters, and the results are compared with new two-dimensional
FEM analyses. As a result., the subsidience can be almost estimated by the new analyses.

1. OUTLINE OF THE WORK

This project was to build a 1380-meter tunnel for electric power
transmission cables.,

Fig. 1 shows the vertical cross section of route. The tunnel is
located at 10 to45 meters deep. A thick alluvial deposit layer
extends down to approximately GL -50m, which is extremely
soft cohesive soil with N-value between 0 and 4. The tunnel has

an outside diameter of 5, 550 mm and was built using a slurry
shield. "

2. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENT

2.1 Method of measurement

A measuring line was selected across the tunnel route as
indicated in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the location of measuring
instruments, which recorded the displacementsjwater pressure
and inclination of the ground caused by the shield tunnelling.
The effects to an existing telecommunication` cable tunnel
located above and parallel to the shield tunnel were also ob
served by leveling settlement meters installed in the tunnel.

Subsidience of the ground surface was measured by leveling.
Measurement started two weeks before the machine arrived at
the point and ended after the passing.

2.2 Behavior ofthe ground surface and the telecommunication
cable tunnel

Fig. 3 shows changes in the subsidience of the existing tel
ecommunication tunnel and the ground surface directly above
the shield tunnel. Although, little displacement on the ground
surface was detected even when the shield machine was passing
near by, instantaneous subsidience was observed directly after
the machine had- passed; the subsidience, the rate of which
dropped thereafter, continued for another two months and the
final subsidience was 14mm.

Subsidience tendency of the telecommunication cable tunnel
was similar to that of the ground surface for the first three days
after the tail of the shield machine passed. However, the rate of
subsidience thereafter was slower than that of the ground
surface, and it converged in only 20 days. The subsidience, at
approximately 6mm, was less than half that of the ground
surface. Their stiffness caused the difference of their subsidience.
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Fig. 1 Vertical cross sectin of route
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Fig. 3 Changes in displacement at the ground surface and
displacement at existing telecommunication cable tunnel

-2.3 Ground deformation in the vicinity of shield tunnel

Fig. 4 shows ground defomiation caused by the exc_avation of
the shield tunnel. Only a slight vertical displacement was noted
before or during passage of the shield machine. However,
si gnitlcant subsidience occurred afterward along alignments A
and B near the tunnel. After three months, when subsidience is
considered to be almost converged, subsidience extended over
a wide area on both sides of the tunnel. Meanwhile, no influence
was observed along the alignment F, which was located far from
the tunnel equidistant to the earth covering layer.

Horizontal displacement, which is caused by pushing the
material of each side of the shield machine, was restored after
the machine' tail had passed, with final displacement being
toward the tunnel sides.
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Fig. 4 Result of measurement of ground deformation

2.4 Changes in underground displacement

Fig. 5 shows the change in underground displacement along
alignment A. At the sun/ey point A-5, close to the tunnel, an
uplift was observed immediately after the shield machine had
passed. It was estimated that this was due to back-fill grouting.
In other survey points, displacement occurred immediately
before the arrival of the machine, and changes in the each
settlement were almost similar until the instantaneous
subsidience after the machine tail had passed. Gradual
subsidience was observed thereafter at all survey points, con
verging within roughly three months after the passing of the
machine tail. The tlnal subsidience increased in proportion to
proximity to the tunnel. Maximum subsidience near the shield
tunnel was approximately 20mm, about 5mm greater than that
near the ground s urface. These results indicate that the behavior
of soft cohesive soil is different from that of hard ground:
following instantaneous subsidience, significant subsidience
continues to accumulate over an extended period.
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Fig. 5 Results of measurements changes in underground dis
placement (alignmnet A)

2.5 Changes in pore pressure

A512 Instantaneous subsidience caused

Fig. 6 shows the changes in pore pressure near the tunnel. The
pressure rises up to near the slurry pressure while the shield
machine is present, then temporarily drops directly after the
machine tail passes, then rises again. An excess power pressure
of 0.24kgf/cm2 was recorded at the point 1 meter directly above
the tunnel. The nearer to the tunnel, the shorter the period before
pore pressure peaks; this period close to the tunnel is approxi
mately 5 days after passing of the machine tail. The propagation
of excess pore pressure is' considered to correspond to the
extension of underground displacement to the sides afterpassing
of the machine tail. Excess pore pressure is almost dissipated
within three months; The subsidience of the first five days
accompanying the passing of the tail is defined instantaneous
subsidience and the rest is defined subsequent _subsidiece, The
ratio of the instantaneous subsidience to the subsequent
subsidiece, which is obtained by the definition", is nearly 1:l.

According to the results of the underground displacement
changes and the pore pressure variation, the subsequent
subsidiece occurs with the dissipation of the excess pore pres
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quent subsidience seems to be consolidation. Therefore, con
solidation settelment analyses, in addition to conventional elas
tic analyses of immediate subsidience, are required in order to
fully predict the influence of shield construction work on soft
cohesive soils.

3. NUMERICAL ANALYSES

Numerical analyses of deformation for the surrounding ground
were carried out according to the method proposed by Dr. Mori
and Dr. Akagi. In this method, instantaneous deformation due
to the shield-tail void after the machine tail passes and consoli
dation due to dissipation of excess pore pressure caused by the
dilatancy are separately analyzed shown in Fig. 7. A stress
releasing force is applied to the tunnel boundary by two
dimensional elastic analysis, and the instantaneous deformation
and shear strain value are calculated. The shear strain is then
converted into consolidation subsidience using the relationship
between shear strain and the consolidation shrinkage coeffi
cient by the experiments.

As shown in Fig. 8, this relationship was determined by
compression and extention tests conducted after Ko consolida
tion in which the undisturbed samples taken from the site were
used. The results are shown in Fig. 9.

(1) Calculation of initial stress T Gravity analysis
(before excavation)

'T Surface to be
qi \f/excavated
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(3) Consolidation settlement-- Shear strain (yd) generated by instanta
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Fig. 6 Results of measurements changes in pore pressure Fig. 7 Outline of numerical analyses for ground deformation
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Fig. "8 Outline of tests and example of a result

Two-dimensional FEM analyses were conducted varying the
stress-release coefficient due to tunnelling as a parameter, and
the calculated results were compared with the observed values
along the alignment A, shown in Fig. 10. The instantaneous
subsidience provides a comparison with the elastic analysis as
explained above, in which the stress-release coefficient can be
considered to be in the range of 12 - 15%. Final subsidience was
predicted using the obtained coeeficient value and compared to
the observed one. It was found that not only the final extent of
subsidience but also the distribution pattems, which conven
tional elastic analysis cannot explain, can be successfully esti
mated.
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Fig. 10 Results of numerical analyses

4. CONCLUSIONS

The followings are concluded through this in-situ study;

(1) In the soft cohesive ground deformation caused by the
shield tunneling, subsidience converged in roughly three
months. The ratio of instantaneous subsidience to subse

quent consolidation subsidience is 1: 1.
(2) It also took approximately three months for the behavior of

the excess pore pressure to converge, so that subsequent
subsidience is estimated to be consolidation due tothe
dissipation of the excess pore pressure caused by dilatancy.

(3) The final vertical distribution of ground subsidience, caused
mainly by stress-release force and consolidation, is not
theoretically estimatable by conventional elastic analyses.
However, it can be almost estimated by this new two
dimentional FEM analysis using the shear strain distribu
tion obtained by matching measurements and calculations
and the pre-experimented relation between shear strain and
consolidation shrinkage coefficient.
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